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It was for the first time in the history of Department of Geophysics that the SEG/SPG Student Chapter and GEOKUK, Alumni association of the department came together to organize a technical event in the national capital, New Delhi, on April 28, 2012 which was noticed and appreciated and tweeted by many. Resonance 2012 paved a long journey of the department towards resonating the frequency between the academics and industry. The technical event was a great success, owing to the efforts of well known experts from the eminent industries.

The event was presided over by Mr. Lehmbar Singh, a renowned professional from ONGC. The event was graced by SPG Secretary Mr. K.M. Shukla.

The event had an auspicious beginning with the lightning of candles before Goddess Saraswati by the Chief Guest and the staff members followed by the welcome speech by Dr. Dinesh Kumar Chairman of department and by Prof. S.S. Teotia, the Faculty Advisor/President of SEG/SPG student chapter.

The technical session began with the presentation on Marine Seismic Acquisition by Mr. Raj Kumar. The presentation aimed at providing the students an insight in the new trends in data acquisition. Mr. Raj Kumar made an impact by delivering the lecture from basics to the higher advancements.

After data acquisition, the next technical presentation was on Seismic Processing by Mr. Swarup Sarkar from Cairn India. He introduced the basic concepts of Processing. The presentation was intellectually conceptualized ranging from beginners to experts. The Seismic Interpretation was discussed by the expert Mr. Surender Manral from Schlumberger. He introduced interpretation like a child’s play and took the topic to advanced heights. The last but not the least presentation was delivered by Mrs. Kavita Bhardwaj on Shale Gas (Role of Geophysics). The topic was of great interest to everybody. Towards the end of the presentation, all the alumni were awarded for their achievements in their respective fields.

And finally the event witnessed words from Mr. K.M. Shukla. He shared his experiences and motivated the students to do their best and have a grasp on the basics. The blistering speech of our chief guest, Sh. Lehmber Singh, can be termed as “If others can, why can’t you?”, were challenging words for both the Professors and the students. He emphasized the importance of campus interview and how Alumni, working in various fields, can play a vital role in paving a way for their juniors in acquiring a career. He also stressed that there are different institutions and industries to sponsor and stage occasions like this and students should come forward to prove what they are capable of.